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Introduction
High reliability organisations
(HROs) are those which
demonstrate “continuously the
capacity to provide expected
levels and quantity of services,
without off-setting failures of
critical processes”.1
For the past 20 years, HROs
have been an exemplar for
healthcare organisations, with
suggestions that adopting
similar practices could help
make healthcare safer.2
However, healthcare
struggles to be as safe as
HROs. One reason is that
providing healthcare is not
equivalent to airline
transportation or nuclear
power generation. We believe
a second reason, the secret to
HROs’ success, lies in the
initial HRO studies.

Aims
Our aims were to prove our
hypotheses that
1. Individuals’ ability to
function at a high level in
HROs was related to the
organisation’s structural
standardisation, upon which
reliable performance of
activities (Process) is
dependent;
2. By whom and why the initial
HRO studies were
undertaken influenced their
findings & subsequent
publications.

Method

Findings

USS Carl Vinsona
One seminal publication from
1988 was of a study
conducted on the USS Carl
Vinson, an American aircraft
carrier.
The paper contained the key
phrase, the “Navy itself is of
course the underlying
structural determinant”.1
Standardisation of Structure
was recognised as vital but
otherwise minimally described.
The initial studies were
conducted by a group of
political, computer, social &
organizational scientists and
psychologists at Berkeley
University, interested in
organizational and individuals’
performance (i.e. Process).
The most recent HRO
publications continue to
emphasise HRO-like
processes and not Structure,
such as instituting team-based
decision-making & debriefings,
monitoring drug shortages and
encouraging reporting of close
calls and events in which
patients were harmed.3 While
all of these are important, they
each require a standardised
Structure to ensure reliability.

We reviewed and analysed the
initial 1987-88 and selected
recent HRO publications.
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Structure supports HRO processes:
F/A-18C Hornet Launch on the
USS Carl Vinsonb

Discussion
In contrast to HROs,
healthcare organisations
cannot achieve similar high
performance, partly because
little of the Structure of care
(including our patients, the
focus of activities) is
standardised, leading to
variable Process of care. This
variability in Process can then
contribute to variability in
Outcome.
For example, standardised
Structure, such as ensuring all
Operating Theatres have the
same equipment that is kept in
the same place, helps reduce
cognitive load. In turn,
reducing cognitive load
facilitates decision-making,
particularly under times of
increased workload and time
constraints.4
In the Calgary Zone
Department of Anesthesia,
work is underway to
standardise as much
anaesthetic equipment as
possible. This includes:
• Standardised anaesthetic
medications and their drug
cart layout. (This project is
also being carried out on a
province-wide basis.)
• Standardised medications,
equipment and layout of
new carts for the treatment
of Malignant Hyperthermia
• Standardised location for
the emergency bag-valve
mask in all anaesthetising
locations.
Future projects include:
• Standardisation of the
emergency cart for
treatment of patients in the
Operating Theatre block but
who are not in an Operating
Theatre, i.e., in the pre-op
Holding Area
• Standardising and updating
the regional anaesthesia
cart
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Find the bag-valve-mask!c

Conclusions
Healthcare will never match
HROs’ outcomes, partly as our
patients have highly variable,
complex care needs.
However, we hope
standardising equipment
(Structure) will contribute to
our healthcare organisations
having higher performance
reliability in the provision of
anaesthetic care.
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